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REACH KIDS
This past ministry year has been one for the history books! Every
church, pastor, family, and child was affected, restricted, limited.
Everyone faced
challenges and change.
We k n o w t h a t G o d
works for the good of
those who love Him and
are called according to
his purpose and we can
confidently say that, at
Awana in Canada, we have seen God’s presence and direction this
year. We serve a living God.
This has been the year of adaptation and creativity for our team and
our partnered churches and leaders. We have seen ministries that
have not changed for years, completely revise the structure of their
programs without losing the core value of relational discipleship. It
has been amazing to hear stories about leaders finding a way to
continue disciplining kids and even families.
While many ministries were able to maintain and, in some cases,
grow the size of their ministries, some could not continue to bring
the whole group together in-person or online. Geographical
distance, access to high-speed internet, and access to equipment
are big obstacles to overcome. In these situations, we saw our team
helping leaders connect with families to equip them, support the

discipleship of their kids and start home groups. Home ministries
have grown more this past year than ever before. Praise the Lord!
“If a man has a hundred sheep and one of them gets lost, what
would he do? Won’t he leave the 99 others in the wilderness and go
to search for the one that is lost till he finds it” Luke 15:4
While we know that this passage speaks directly about a person
(sheep) lost or having strayed from their faith, it also serves to
remind us of the importance of each individual child we interact
with. In many situations, specifically this past year, many leaders
have not been able to focus on growing the flock, but rather have
needed to focus on that small group, or even 1 child, that they could
reach. What a joy to hear these perspectives from leaders this year.

EQUIPPING LEADERS
One of our team's favourite things to do is to
travel to churches to meet leaders and spend
lots of time being relational with them. It is so
important for our team to “rub shoulders” and
get a feeling for how leaders are doing. It is
important for them as they strive to better
understand what leaders need in order to
support their ministries. This has been an extremely difficult year to
do that.
We have been so thankful that our team has been able to continue
“rubbing shoulders” with leaders digitally. Our team has focused on
connecting with leaders through Zoom and over the phone, and we

have seen some great engagement over social platforms. Our new
Awana Canada Ministry Leaders Facebook Group has proven to be a
great place for leaders to engage with one another from coast to
coast. 85 members engage regularly with each other on this page.
We look forward to growing this page even more over time.
There were a few events that were very successful this past year
including Online NextGen and Regional Round Table sessions.
NextGen Online exceeded our expectations; In a normal year when
we’ve been able to meet in-person, we would typically reach approx.
600-700 leaders across Canada. When we planned to do the
conference online, we planned to have approx. 50-60% attendance.
We were amazed to see over 540 virtual attendees for the
conference with over 100 additional downloads and views.
Leaders who attend NextGen Conference in-person, always
comment on how valuable it is to connect with other leaders after
the event. Rounds Table sessions provided the platform for leaders
to hear from other leaders, to share ideas, and ask questions. We will
continue with round table discussions long after the necessity to do
so ends.
At each of the four sessions, we had highly valuable discussion and
over 30 leaders attending. We continue to hear from leaders
regarding how valuable the sessions and discussion were.

CHANGE THE WORLD
Through Awana GO, children are introduced to leaders and kids
around the world. An annual campaign helps them learn what life is

like for other kids as they have come to know and learn about Jesus.
Each year we want kids to be stretched to think past their own
church walls and communities, to think about how they are called to
pray for people around the world,
feel connected to ministry in
other countries, and how to be
faithful in their giving to support
the advancement of the gospel.
Mongolia was the international
area of focus last year. Our
Awana Mongolia team member
Oyuna, has a vision to multiply
leaders in Mongolia and
strengthen the young Awana
ministry there.
When we initially set out to partner with Oyuna and Awana
Mongolia, we didn’t know if we would be able to reach our
traditional goal of $40,000. We felt that because the majority of
Canadian churches were not able to meet in person and many
Canadian families would themselves be experiencing the economic
impact of the pandemic, we would be better to reduce the goal to
$20,000.
Despite the limitations of ministry here in Canada, our partnered
churches and donors came together and raised more than twice our
financial goal of $20,000!

The project was so successful that we’ve decided to partner with
Mongolia for a second year. Large group videos will now be
produced as a tool to help Leaders who have little experience and
few resources to help them disciple children. Leaders will have
consistent biblical teaching and support as they grow in their own
confidence to serve.

NATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS AND INITIATIVES
We have continued to focus on partnerships this year and, once
again, we are able to say that not only have our existing partnerships
been strengthened, but we have continued to grow through new
partnerships as well.
CEFFFS - Canadian Evangelical Family Faith Formation Study
Late in the 2019 ministry year, Awana was invited to attend a
roundtable discussion with approximately 20 other national
Canadian ministries to discuss the status of family faith formation
and discipleship for Canadians.
From that discussion, a formal national partnership has been
established and is currently involved with the development of a
research study administered by Rick Hiemstra (Hemorrhaging Faith
and Renegotiating Faith) and the EFC team. The study seeks to
understand the status of faith in the family and how discipleship is
viewed. From this study we hope to better understand the needs
and challenges families face when it comes to discipleship at home,

and then to produce training and content that will help families to
overcome these challenges.
UPDATE: We are approximately halfway through this research study
and hope to have it available in 2022.
HEY MEISHA! - Ministry of Crossroads
In spite of the pandemic and subsequent inability to carry out much
of what we had agreed up in our partnership agreement, Awana
Canada and the Hey Meisha! show, has continued to engage in
meaningful activities.
The Hey Meisha! magazine was produced with three Awana focus
pages including one ad and two biblical content pages. Over 4000
magazines were distributed to Awana church partners and children
at no expense to Awana. Each magazine was requested and used as
a tool to engage with kids and families. Several churches gave 2 to
each child with the instruction for them to share the other with a
friend. What a great tool to give out during a year when every
interaction seemed special. Magazines are being offered again
during the FYE 2022 year.
Live shows of course were not possible however, we are planning a
revised version for the FYE 2022 year; virtual Watch Parties will be
offered as a fun and exciting special event nights.

FaithTech
For a number of years, Awana Canada has been thinking about the
value of an app or web platform that would serve to better equip
and engage churches, leaders, and parents. The vision for the digital
Awana church and leader resource project was developed through
the sharing of the idea with whoever would listen. This has taken
some time and a lot of intentional prayer to get off the ground but
we are pleased to announce that a partnership with the FaithTech
community has been formed. Faith Tech has provided a team of 6
developers from around the world who are currently working on a
custom build-out of the app and supporting software that we have
been praying for.
This project is huge and we continue to pray that the outcome will
be an amazing resource for churches to not only support and equip
their leaders but to communicate and engage parents in a very
simple way. Our goal is to have the first stage of release built,
tested, and available for next year.

Converge Canada / Bible League Canada
Since 2017 Awana International Canada has partnered with
Converge Canada for the advancement of the Advocate program.
Through the Advocate program young people with a passion to
serve are provided with an opportunity to explore a vocation in
ministry.

Some of our existing staff members came to us through the
Advocate program. Several of these are now working on core
projects of Awana Canada including the 2:10 Network, the
development of leader resources, and app development.
As we have adjusted our focus through COVID and have considered
our path forward, we have had the benefit of Converge Canada
coming alongside us. An agreement was reached to refocus our
partnership from the Advocate program specifically to core projects
that Advocates are instrumental in advancing.
We continue to be blessed through this partnership.

One Hope Camps Canada
For several years Awana have been a friend of One Hope Camps
Canada. This past year partnership was formalized through One
Hope Camps year-long leadership development Bible study groups.
Awana’s Journey curriculum is being used as the primary tool.
We are excited to develop a partnership with this like-minded
ministry and explore other opportunities in the future.

Child and Youth Protection
At Awana, we want to see all children come to know love and serve
Jesus Christ. We know that in order for this to happen we need to
create safe environments where parents feel they can safely leave
their children, and children feel like they can open up to trusted

leaders who care. Awana Canada partners with Plan to Protect® for
the training of our own team of staff and AIC volunteers.
This year, we have been able to deepen this partnership and are
now able to offer personalized training options to Awana partnered
churches through Plan to Protect®. We will continue to work towards
the advancement of this partnership opportunities to help our
partnered churches in their commitment to providing safe
environments.

Our Team
We all know that transition can present challenges and at Awana in
Canada, we have been living through transition for a couple of years
now. But even in this, we have seen God’s provision and faithfulness.
Who would have believed that during COVID we would be able to
grow our team by 5 new staff members and 3 new Volunteer
Advocates across the country.

Field Team
Our part-time addition in BC, Mary Ann Dance, is excited to be
supporting churches with the help of a Volunteer Advocate, Ellen
Funk, who is an experienced trainer with Awana. They are also
supported by two new employees in Ontario, Jeff Tam and Sarah
Armstrong, who are helping to bridge the gap by being available in
both provinces for training and support.

So far, zoom has been a great friend of the ministry but each one of
them is looking forward to in-person training and support in the
coming year.

National /Office Team
One of the key roles that we have been able to add this year is a
Digital Project Manager. Greg Munn will be working closely with the
Faith Tech app development team, recording and editing leader
resource videos, designing and developing our new website (more
information to come), and so much more.

Moving Forward
As we move into 2022, our team is working extremely hard to move
the ministry forward in many ways. It is truly amazing how God has
provided for Awana through this challenging season. We are thankful
for our team, our partners and the opportunities we’ve had over the
past year.
As everyone has seen and experienced, this past year has been time
to adapt, refine, and plan for the future. Awana Canada is no
different. We have some big changes in the works and more to
come. Changes that we trust God will use to give the ministry a
more solid foundation and set us up to have an even greater impact
and further reach within Canada.
We have been blessed with new staff members in areas where we
had gaps and have a plan to refine the ministry so that we can better

serve leaders, youth, pastors and parents. The behind the scenes
projects are not glamorous, but they are the projects that will allow
us to give our churches and partners better resources, support and
hopefully save them time and funds while running their ministry.
Ministry cannot stop in seasons of difficulty or in times of transition.
God has called us to love, serve, and share the gospel through all
aspects of our lives. The leaders, pastors, and parents that are so
faithful in relationally disciplining kids across the country are doing
just that, and we are so thankful to be able to be a part of your
ministries.
As we end 2021, be encouraged and count all things for Joy! The
work done and energy invested in relationships will be used to bring
to Jesus Christ so that they may Know, Love and Serve our Lord Him.
God Bless all of you in 2022,

Eric Provost
Executive Director
Awana International Canada

THANK YOU!
For all who partner with us to reach kids, equip leaders and change
the world for Jesus, we thank you.
Your support through prayer and financial giving are what allows us
to continue. If you would like to support Awana, please go to…
www.awanacanada.ca/donate
or contact us at…
1-877-422-6292 x 2
Awana International Canada
P.O. Box 2033 Komoka ON N0L 1R0

